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Sabine Vlaming <sabinevlaming@gmail.com>

6/23 September 3/4 alert!! | The devil's gate to be opened in 'the perfect storm'

Sabine Vlaming <sabinevlaming@gmail.com> 4 september 2020 om 15:10
Aan: Sabine Vlaming <sabinevlaming@gmail.com>

---------- Forwarded message ---------
Van: Sabine Vlaming <sabinevlaming@gmail.com>
Date: za 1 sep. 2018 om 08:56
Subject: 6/23 September 3/4 alert!! | The devil's gate to be opened in 'the perfect storm'
To: 

6/23 | Pattern analysis | Beauty/rapture or ashes/destruction

I discern the predictively programmed flooding of the US west and east coast (symbolic for 'waters breaking'
prior to birth) in addition to a Hawaiian FF attack by means of an induced hydrovolcanic blast (penetration of
the earth's womb in the centre of the ring of fire combined with weather warfare/manipulated storms and flash
floods) likely constitute the sudden destruction before which the Lord will call us home. 

The FF Hawaiian attack (physical location of the Revelation 12 sign, Jesus/Jupiter being the 'pearl in
Mary's/Virgo's harbor/womb) possibly resulting in a cut-off of the Hilina slump (either by Nasa missile and/or
hydrovolcanic explosion of fissures already manipulated by Rothchild sponsored fracking) as
an atonement/scapegoat ritual which will precede the middle east conflicts erupting on a higher level. The old
order has to demise before the new one is birthed and rises from the ashes in the enemy's MO. Thus, the
controlled demolition of the US as current super-power (leading vessel of the old order) will have to be induced
and now dramatically upscaled from inside and out.

I sent notes on how and why Hawaii geologically serves as Elijah's altar as well.

A hydrovolcanic blast in Kilauea (kill-away-all) like in Krakatoa at the time (and a son or new antichrist spirited
leader and system rising afterward, like Anak Krakatoa represents on the 666 latitude) would result in a
megatsunami towards the west coast of the US. 

A Hawaii missile (remember the Nasa sub lurking nearby) would likely be blamed on N-Korea (like Japan was
cornered and blamed at the time) to induce a nuclear WWIII, a second 9/11 and a second Pearl
Harbor FF attack. Meanwhile, the east coast expected attacks and land invasion of the north would be attributed
to RUS and the UN. 

Other storms:
Jebi (Japan) research points to an offshoot of Jebediah or 'friend of God'.

Notes on the time relevance of 6/23

This message builds to a conclusion....

I sent you all the Scriptural information on Elul 23 (attached). Read it through carefully as the devil's main MO is
to darkly copy and, if possible, overwrite it...... the latter he can't, only genetically after the rapture. Nehemia's wall
is most poignant as we are the living stones and pillars of the heavenly Jerusalem, either ready to be made
whole or set upon destruction, thus to remain on earth for the tribulation. 

The devil wants to break walls and structures God built pretending he is the maker (master mason), especially the
temple walls and interior structures both in Jerusalem and within us. Knowing the temple is our body, we come to
the next element: DNA.

mailto:sabinevlaming@gmail.com
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To the elite 23 is key as it's half of our DNA (46 chromosomes) which, after having been altered in the garden,
will be changed (restored and transformed) to be like His open his arrival for the bride. The intent of the mark of
the beast (the dark mirrored version) is to hybridize human DNA (marketing as an upgrade and way to let the
physical body live forever and connect people to the beast system by adding a strand of revived fallen genetic
material, designed to restructure human DNA (the holy of holies of our body) by RNA technology. Hence, people
are no longer 'in God's image' genetically but the devil's and cannot be redeemed any more. Then the once
living stones are marked for eternal destruction, hell.

That's the key of the 'days of Noah' Jesus told us about. He was perfect in his generations, meaning genetically.
Not altered beyond redemption or hybridized. Hybridization cannot be reversed.

On the 6 and 9 in 6/23 and 9/23 | it represents the opening of the gate of the Antichrist, two opposing
vortexes coming together, the perfect storm | Phi is 69, mirrored in anti-time 96

69 is the Masonic capstone. It's where time and anti-time meet and a reflection of their finished work

Here, a numerical study on the number 69 (6 mins, key to understanding this), signifying time and anti-time
coming together, it's the gate of the antichrist and the perfect storm numerically, pointing to the rapture and
opening the gates. 69 is the sign of hurricanes

If you look at the numbers as such, 6 is written counter clock wise and 9 clock wise. They're like book scrolls as
well.

6 points to man Biblically
9 to completion Biblically

69 is the astronomical sign for cancer | 6T9 
Celebrity (hoax) deaths s.a. David Bowie at 69 are significant too.

69 is in the Masonic arch capstone too which is 'missing'
Remember the missing stone in the triumphal arch

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UCXwgt2DDLQ
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The cancer constellation, according to E.W. Bullinger, points to the completion of the Lord's work with his
redeemed and the resting place between the greater and lesser sheepfolds. That's what they want to
distort.

On the 24 hour clock, if we deduct the difference between 9:11 and 9:23 it's 12 minutes, between 11:00 and 23:00
are 12 hours.

We know the Lord's birth was on 9/11, the Revelation 12 sign on 9/23.

The history of the military clock goes back to ancient Egypt

http://militarytimechart.com/24-hour-clock/
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The history of military time can be dated back to the Early Egyptians in the Egyptians 11th Dynasty (est. 2100 BC).
The proof was found on the coffin lid which was known as the Diagonal Star Table. Other types of time system
were being used in many parts of the world prior to the invention of the 24-hour system. The early Egyptian culture
synchronized the time system with certain patterns of constellations that passed through the sky. The patterns
would then be used to define the time which would eventually give a year with 360 days.

However, unlike today, the Egyptian 24-hour system used temporal hours. These hours were defined by the
different amounts of light intensity that was present in different seasons. So as to ensure that night and day had
equal hours, the length of an hour was not defined and could be altered from time to time. Around 147 to 127 BC,
an astronomer named Hipparchus came up with the idea of a fixed length of time irrespective of the season. The
hours were known as equinoctial hours which were determined using the equinox. In this method, an hour lasted
60 minutes where night and day periods were equal. This led to the advancement of the 60 minute time frame
use.

Adoption

As world wars progressed, different military forces from different developed nations had to swiftly adapt change to
survive. This brought improvements in strategy and communication. This brought about the adoption of the 24-
hour clock in the military. Soldiers in the military often communicated with devices while they were distances away
to enhance unity and strategies of attack and defense. Due to these, a slight mistake of giving wrong information
could cause a wrong move. This was one of the disadvantages of the 12-hour clock system.

For instance, in the 12-hour system, it is very easy to confuse 12 midnight and 12 noon. It was also very difficult in
the military to do swift calculations in time difference. For example, in the 12-hour system, it is harder to know that
something lasts for six hour when told it starts from 10:45 to 4:45. On the contrary, it is easier to comprehend that
it starts from 10:45 to 16:45. For these challenges in the 12-hour system, the US Navy adopted the 24-hour
system in 1920 which was later adopted by the US army in 1942. Various other armies from developed nations
like Russia invented the system in the period of World War two

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/24-hour_clock

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hour
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/24-hour_clock
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Note the similarities between the 'circle of the earth' concept and the clock face | We are, as of yet, bound
within the constructs of time, the devil will be given authority to changed that after the rapture (Daniel 7)

This depiction was actually a 24 hour clock face. Here it's explained on video. The hour represents the path of the
sun, seasons are detailed as well.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gfYdBwn-pAY
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Flat earth celestial clock analemma pattern (sun, moon, Mercury)
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DNA top down and Ten Commandments found in our DNA's cross sectional view (explained in the short vid)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NBo6NoiSYfw
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Regular (2 strand, 10 segment clock) and Hybridized DNA (MOTB)

Ark, 10 commandments , DNA

Fallen DNA
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The sheep's gate in Jerusalem represents our door, Jesus. The 'devil within the gates' or 'abomination causing
desolation' will destroy from without and within towards full genetic corruption in the mark of the beast, the final
binary choice.

Many blessings,
Sabine


